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This bibliography contains a selective list of books and articles relating to Elias Torres. Books held within the AA Library are indicated with a shelfmark.

Books (arranged alphabetically by title)

Antonio Cruz y Antonio Ortiz; Frank Lloyd Wright; Francisco Javier Saenz de Oiza; Elias Torres y Jose Antonio Martinez Lapena; Pepe Cortes / El Croquis 48. Madrid : El Croquis, 1991
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Journal Articles (arranged by year and month of publication)

‘Jose Antonio Martinez Lapena and Elias Torres Tur, Architects: La Granja Escalator: Toledo, Spain’ in A+U n.375 December 2001

‘Jose Antonio Martinez Lapena and Elias Torres Tur, Architects : La Granja Escalator, Toledo, Spain’ / Paloma Acuna in Architecture v.89 n.10 October 2000

'Stahl im doppelten Zick-Zack = Double folded zigzag steel' / Elias Torres and Jose Antonio Martinez Lapena in *Topos: European landscape magazine* n.29 December 1999


'Lapena-Torres Tur: castle walkways, Castelldefels, Barcelona' in *Architectural Design* v.69 n.3-4 Mar/Apr 1998

'Catalan grotto' (swimming pool in Barcelona by architects Jose Lapena and Elias Torres Tur) / article by Raymund Ryan in *Architectural Review* v.202 n.1208 October 1997

'Madrid Sur: der diskrete Charme des Patio-Blocks' / article by David Cohn in *Bauwelt* v.88 n. 28 July 25 1997

'Grandi strutture = Large structures (exhibition review) / article by Valerio Morpurgo in *Ottagono* v.32 n.122 Mar/May 1997

'Toyo Ito: seccion 1997 = Section 1997' article by Yuichi Suzuki and Elias Torres in *2G: revista internacional de arquitectura* = international architecture review n.2 1997

'Jose Antonio Martinez Lapena and Elias Torres Tur: renovation of the Baldiri I Reixach School' in A+U n.315 December 1996

'The renewal of buildings and culture’ in A+U n.315 December 1996

'Barcelona swimming pool' / Jose Antonio Martinez Lapena and Elias Torres Tur in *AA Files* n.32 Autumn 1996

'Restoration of the Parc Guell' / article by Hugh Broughton in *Architects’ Journal* v.203 June 27 1996

'Building in Barcelona part 2’ in *Architects’ Journal* v.203 June 27 1996

'Sant Sebastia Swimming Pool' / article by Hugh Broughton in *Architects’ Journal* v. 203 June 20 1996

'Building in Barcelona part 1’ in *Architects’ Journal* v.203 June 20 1996
‘Linien durch den Park = La Linea: lines through the park’ / Elias Torres Tur and Jose Antonio Martinez Lapena in Topos: European landscape magazine  n.15 June 1996

‘House at Santa Eulalia, Ibiza, Spain’ in Domus  n.775  October 1995

‘Modernity enriches history’ / article by William Curtis (features three projects by Elias Torres) in  Progressive Architecture  v.76  n.5  May 1995

‘La diga minimalista = The minimalist dyke’  article by Valerio Morpurgo in Ottagono  v.30  no.114  Mar/May 1995

‘El Corte Ingles: noves facades = New facades [Barcelona]’ in  Quaderns d’arquitectura i urbanisme  n.207-209  1995

‘Sonnensegel in Palma de Mallorca = Awning in Palma de Mallorca’ in  Detail  v.34  n.6  December 1994/January 1995

‘Sant Pere de Rodes: Probleemloze architectuur van Elias Torres Tur en Jose Antonio Martinez Lapena = Sant Pere de Rodes: the uncomplicated architecture of Elias Torres and Jose Antonio Martinez Lapena’ / article by Geert Bekaert in Archis  n.8  August 1994

‘Een surrealistisch landschap: Torres en Lapena’s Plaza de la Constitucion, Gerona = A surrealistic landscape: Torres and Lapena Plaza de la Constitucion, Gerona’ / article by Sebastian Gribling in  Archis  n.3 March 1994

‘Wohnbebauung fur die Olympiade in Barcelona = Olympic housing in Barcelona’ in  Detail  v.34  n.1  Feb/Mar 1994

‘Ja Martinez Lapena & E Torres Tur & Daiwa, Kumamoto Museum of Art Annexe’ in  Architectural Design  v.64  n.102  Jan-Feb 1994

‘Barcelona, dos espais en sinegia = Two space in synergism’ in  Quaderns d’arquitectura i urbanisme  n.200  May-June 1993


‘Barcelona Activa’ (Former Hispano Olivetti industrial building converted inorkshops. Renovation architects: Jose Antonio Martinez Lapena and Elias Torres) in Architectural Review  v.189  n.1138  December 1991
‘Monastery of Sant Pere de Roda’ in Architectural Review v.189 n.1138 December 1991

‘Architectural landmarks’ / article by Peter Buchanan in Architectural Review v.188 July 1990

‘13 follies in the International Garden and Greenery Exposition, Osaka, Japan, 1990’ in Japan Architect v.65 June 1990

‘Angles on Ibiza: house, Cap Martinet’ / article by Peter Buchanan in Architectural Review v.187 April 1990

‘Un peu diabolique: apartment a Ibiza, architects Elias Torres and Jose Antonio Martinez-Lapena’ in Architecture Interieure Cree n.234 February 1990

‘Park der Villa Cecilia in Barcelona, E = Park of the Villa Cecilia in Barcelona, E’ in Detail v.29 n.6 December 1989/January 1990

‘Un ospedale a Mora d’Ebre’ / article by Giacomo Polin in Casabella v.53 September 1989

‘Catalonia care’ in Architectural Review v.183 n.1096 June 1988

‘Sun moons and electricity: electricity controllers’ suite, Madrid’ / article by Peter Buchanan in Architectural Review v. 181 May 1987

‘Giovane architettura catalana’ / article by Jose Luis Mateo in Casabella v.51 May 1987

‘Profile: Lapena Torres’ / article by Victoria Casasco in Progressive Architecture v.68 February 1987

‘6 projects, 6 article special section’ in L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui n.245 June 1986

‘Jose Antonio Martinez-Lapena and Elias Torres’ / article by Peter Buchanan in Architectural Review v.179 May 1986

‘Spain : architecture from Barcelona’ article by Jacques Lucan in Architecture Mouvement Continuite n.8 June 1985

‘Regenerating Barcelona with parks and plazas’ article by Peter Buchanan in Architectural Review v. 175 n.1048 June 1984
‘Restoration of the castle of Ibiza by Jose A Martinez Lapena and Elias Torres Tur and housing in Canovellas by the same architects with Lluis Cnatallops’ in Arquitectura (Madrid) v.65 n.247 Mar/Apr 1984

‘An apartment in Ibiza, architect: Jose Antonio Martinez and Elias Torres’ in Quaderns n.160 Jan/Mar 1984

‘177 housing units in Canovelles: three metres, three modules, three floors; architects: Elias Torres, Lluis Cantallops and Jose Antonio Martinez Lapena’ in Casabella v.47 n.497 December 1983

‘Housing in Canovelles; architects: Jose Antonio Martinez, Elias Torres, and Lluis Cantallops’ in Quaderns n.147 October 1981

‘Church in Ibiza; architects: JM Martinez Lapena, and Elias Torres’ in Arquitectura (Madrid) v.62, n.233 Nov/ Dec 1981

‘It makes scents: Icart Building, Barcelona, Spain’ in Progressive Architecture v.59 n.10 October 1978

‘Residential building in Sant Vincenc dels Horts, Barcelona; architects: Lluis Cantallops, Jesse Antonio Martinez and Elias Torres’ in Baumeister v.74, n.12 December 1977
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